Imperialism and world war 1 worksheet

Causes of World War Iby All the foundational information your students need to build their knowledge, interest, and skills upon. Concise information in point form with stunning images and thought-provoking questions. **The story of how the first world war began is complex and confusing. This presentation explains the factors that contributed to the
start of WWI.Google App Links are on the Teacher Instructions Sheet!Topics covered include:♦ Brief overview of the Franco-Prussian War♦ The growing Russian Empire♦ EmergingTHIS FREE DOWNLOAD IS MEANT TO ACCOMPANY THE UNIT DESCRIBED BELOW...enjoy!DOWNLOAD PART 8 - UNITED STATES as a free preview fileThis series of
PowerPoint slides cover the developments of 8 major world powers that were busy colonizing, establishing empires, and becoming more nationalistic and militaristic. Slides for each country has links to relevant YouTube videos, maps, visuals, text, statistics and much more! The lessons prepare students for World War One and evaluate the 8 countries
based onWorld War 1 Gr. 5-8 - BONUS WORKSHEETSby This FREE bonus resource includes extension activity worksheets from our World War 1 Gr. 5-8 title.Enjoy 6 BONUS worksheets from World War 1 Gr. 5-8. These worksheets can be used on their own, or paired with the individual resources as extension activities at the completion of the unit.
And the best part is, it's FREE.About these BONUS Worksheets:Our resource combines high interest concepts with low vocabulary to ensure all learners comprehend the history behind this war. About the full resourceWorld War I primary source analysis with summaryby A collection of propaganda images for the United States along with the
background information on each. I usually have my students partner up and give them two random images. They then use the analysis paper to write down everything they see for the three sections. I typically give them ten minutes per image. Then as a class we go through each image and discuss what they see even if they did not get that image.
This helps see the ways that the United States used propaganda to support troopsAmerica in World War I Daily Focus Questionsby This FREE resource includes 5 openers to use to supplement your unit on "America in World War I."Topics Covered Include:Unrestricted Submarine WarfareAmerican NeutralityTrench WarfareWorld War I Draft
RegistrationThe 14 PointsMost of these questions are critical-thinking questions that can be used during the lesson, either as an opener or as a closer. Answers are not included.Visit my store, Hailstate History, where I have individual and thorough HyperDocs for each individual 5th grade TN standard. TN's standards on US history can be utilized in
all 50 states.I have created this HyperDoc as a Self-Learning/Remote Learning activity for my students to complete the second week of school closure. This activity reviews TN/US standards we have already covered in class this year. I will be creating more in the days to come. This HyperDoc partially covers TN/US Standards 5.Subjects:Causes of
World War Iby This PowerPoint highlights the key causes for the outbreak of World War I. Included in the 6-slide PowerPoint: New Imperialism, Alliances, Militarism, Nationalism, Political and Social Tensions, and the assassination of the Austrian Archduke Franz Ferdinand. Lecture notes that explain each slide are also included. Thank you for
downloading an example of products by Betsey Zachry.Click here to subscribe to my newsletter and receive a FREE game!FREE: Imperialism CRQ Setsby This handout includes a vocabulary-strenghtening graphic organizer to have students define the term 'Imperialism'. They will also find advanced words for the terms 'good' and 'bad' to use in their
responses.This document also includes three CRQs for practice.*I personally advise using the first two pages as a classwork activity and using one of the latter CRQs as a homework assignment or quiz. Feel free to mix and match and check out the rest of the Global History Curriculum listed below!UNIT 1:Page 2 This is a comprehensive packet on the
lead up to and results of World War I. It covers topics including Otto Von Bismarck, imperialism in Africa and India, causes of WWI (MANIA), new technology, life in the trenches, the United States in WWI, Wilson's 14 points, Treaty of Versailles, nationalism after WWI, the roaring 20s, and the Great Depression and its effects on the world. This is a
complete unit on WWI and has enough work to keep the kids engaged for 2 weeks! Please rate and check outPage 2This Age of Imperialism mapping activity features a world map and worksheet in which students review a list of 16 major events and people from a World History unit on imperialism. Students use the list to create an annotated world
map about Imperialism.Some of the items include: Cecil Rhodes, the Crimean War, Boxer Rebellion, Berlin Conference, Opium War, Sepoy Mutiny, Suez Canal, Panama Canal, Boer War, and more! A completed map/answer key is included for you. This is a great review activity foPage 3This digital notebook OR printable worksheet (with Pear Deck
option!) introduces students to imperialism and the motives behind it. After a brief introductory PowerPoint, students will analyze 6 slides to determine which motive is most directly depicted: economic, exploratory, political, ideological, or religious. They will examine pictures, political cartoons, illustrations, and a quote. Includes a teacher PPT to
guide students through the material.At the end, they will answer the 2 reflectivePage 4This simple crossword puzzle covers 18 vocabulary terms from the Revolutionary War and America's Constitution. The terms are nicely divided across the puzzle while 18 statements/definitions are provided for students on the bottom. Vocabulary covered in this
worksheet include the Homestead Strike, suffrage, the Panama Canal, muckrakers, the Knights of Labor, Dollar Diplomacy, Open Door Policy, and more. This makes for a great for review, homework, or an in-class activity! An answer key is includPage 5This product is a reading on American Imperialism.The reading covers Alaska, Alfred T. Mahan,
Hawaii, the Spanish-American War, Yellow Journalism, Cuba, Teller Amendment, Platt Amendment, the Philippines, the Insular Cases, the Open Door Policy, and the Boxer Rebellion.How do you use this product? Upload the reading and questions onto your Canvas, Google Classroom, or teaching web page. This assignment can be used as classwork or
homework. It is perfect for distance learning.You can modify the rPage 6American Imperialism Activityby This cooperative activity helps students understand the reasons and controversies over America's involvement in global imperialism. A worksheet and the primary source articles are provided. The assignment begins by reading an overview of
American Imperialism together as a class and answering two essential questions. Students will then work in pairs and read an assigned article to master the content. After that, they will be placed in groups of four to teach the information they have acquired toTypes:United States Imperialism- Map Lessonby United States Imperialism Unit must begin
with a visual! Before students can critically think about concepts, they must be able to geographically locate the territories that America pursued during post 1860. Using textbook, class atlas, or mini research sources, students will label and color American possessions. Includes:**American Imperialism Map- Student Worksheet which includes two
maps, the World and the Pacific Island Regions.**American Imperialism Map- Teacher Guide which provides direcTermsImperialismWhite Man's BurdenAlaskaHawaiiTreaty of Paris 1898Panama CanalHay–Bunau-Varilla Treaty 1903Jones Act 1917Imperialism Uncle Sam cartoon analysisReasons Spanish American WarYellow JournalismDe Lome
LetterUSS MaineRally CryGeorge Dewey Manila BayEmilio AguinaldoRough RidersTreaty of Paris 1898Plus Yellow Journalism NY Journal primary source analysisDiplomacyBig Stick DiplomacyGreat White FleetRoosevelt CorollaryMonroe DoctrineDollar DiplomacyMoral DiplomacyPlus primary source cartooUse this chart to have students assess the
positives and the negatives of imperialism for both the colonizers and the colonized. In my classroom, I have students brainstorm in small groups for each section and then report out to the class to guide discussion. This assignment is usually most productive after an introduction to what imperialism is as well as its motives.As an option, you can have
students respond to the prompt on the second page, evaluating who has the most to gain and the mostImperialism in China - MAGIC SQUARE worksheetby Imperialism in ChinaThis resource is appropriate for 6th-12th grades. Students use thei textbook or internest sources to find the key terms and people. Similar to a crossword, the students match
the description/statement to the correct term in the boxes. Magic Squares allow students to check their work for mistakes. They simply add up the numbers across each row and down each column. If all the columns ans rows have the same total, the answers are correct! Don't let your students know the magicPage 7This product includes a Power
Point and Printable Student Notes. Also, if you don’t want to teach this material through a presentation, there is a reading guide worksheet to do instead. There is also a bell ringer worksheet, a vocabulary worksheet, and a short quiz / exit slip. The items come in Microsoft and PDF formats. The content covered is as follows:Imperialism: Africa, the
Middle East, and Beyond Imperialism, the Americas, Africa, West Africa, malaria, slavery, steam boats, trains, machinPage 8Alliances, Nationalism, Imperialism, Militarism, Assassination, and Leadership all contributed to the outbreak of War. With this handout, students will learn about the various causes. There are vocabulary words, as well as a
visual depiction of the chain of alliances that entangled so many in to this conflict. Finally, there is a quiz/review to test students' knowledge of the vocabulary terms, as well as how each contributes to the outbreak of war. Included: * Handout on the causes of WWI * NPage 9This file covers SS7H1a GSE. There are over 56 pages of ppt's, slotted notes,
graphic organizers, Wordles, Study Guide, Quiz, Worksheets, and Writing Prompt with benchmark example. Bundle includes information on the Imperialism, Mercantilism, Slave Trade, Trade Routes, Nationalism, Religion, Artificial Boundaries, Berlin Conference, Conflict, Independence, Civil War.*The files in this ZIP file are aligned to the Georgia
Standards of Excellence for 8th grade social studies.Included in this file:-Page 10World War I (1914-1918) resources for U.S. HistoryIncludes: PowerPoints, guided notes, quizzes (digital and paper copies), DBQs, video guides, close readings, test reviews, tests, and answer keys!Covers the following topics:Causes of WWI- Nationalism, Imperialism,
Militarism, and AliiancesThe Blackhand, The Assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand, Vladimir Lenin, The Russian Revolution, The Bolsheviks, The White and Red ArmyWoodrow Wilson, Schnek vs. the U.S., Wilson's 14 points, Treaty of VerPage 11This product includes a Power Point and Printable Student Notes. Also, if you don’t want to teach
this material through a presentation, there is a reading guide worksheet to do instead. There is also a bell ringer worksheet, a vocabulary worksheet, and a short quiz / exit slip. The items come in Microsoft and PDF formats. The content covered is as follows:India, Pakistan, & Southeast Asia (1947-present):World War I (1914-1918), Britain, the Middle
East, India, imperialism, Hinduism, Hindus,Page 12This file is a Mega Bundle over every standard and element for the new GSE. There are over 372 pages of ppt's, slotted notes, graphic organizers, Wordles, Study Guides, Quizzes, Worksheets, Group Activities, and Writing Prompts. Bundle includes information on religion, ethnic group, Islam,
Christianity, customs, traditions, Arab, Ashanti, Bantu, Swahili, Deforestation, Desertification, Unequal Access to water, Water Pollution, GDP, GDP per capita, standard of living, literacy rate, human capitalPage 13Ancient Rome Unit includes Ancient Rome PowerPoints / Google Slides with video clips and presenter notes. Unit also includes, warm up
PowerPoints, informational text documents with questions, primary source lessons, maps, exit tickets, crossword review, a project, video/video guide, Kahoot! review game, and editable assessment. Everything is put together with detailed daily lesson plans. Just copy and paste to your lesson plans.Ancient Rome PowerPoints / Google slides include
video clip links, aPage 14Greece and Rome Units Bundled (two units in one) covers the classic civilizations of Greece and Rome. These units include PowerPoints notes, PowerPoint warm ups, common core informational text documents and primary source worksheets, maps, exit tickets, crossword reviews, Kahoot! review games, videos/video guides,
and assessments. Everything is put together with detailed daily lesson plans. Just copy and paste to your lesson plans. This bundle is a tremendous time saver!** Includes Google SlidesPage 15Viewing Guides with Answer Keys to every Social Studies Crash Course video! Series Included: World History I, World History II, US History, Government and
Politics, Economics, Psychology, and European History. LESS THAN $8 PER SEASON. 293 EPISODES. 1079 PAGES. World History I:Episode 1 - The Agricultural Revolution Episode 2 - Indus Valley Civilization Episode 3 - MesopotamiaEpisode 4 - Ancient EgyptEpisode 5 - The Persians and Greeks Episode 6 - Buddha and Ashoka Episode 7 - 2,000
Years of ChiPage 16Engage your students and save your prep time with this no-prep digital unit bundle for World History. These activities guide students through key concepts from the Scientific Revolution, Enlightenment, French Revolution, and Napoleon. Students will visit curated websites, analyze primary sources, watch videos, have discussions,
and more. There are printable & digital versions of most activities (check individual descriptions for specifics)Utilizes edtech like EdPuzzle and Pear Deck to bringPage 17This Ancient Greece unit bundle contains the materials and directions for TEN complete lesson plans, activities, worksheets, readings, and PowerPoints! 92 pages and TWO WEEKS
of lesson material. All resources needed for a complete lesson, ready in seconds, are included in the zip. These lessons and activities are completely Common Core aligned, substantiated with primary source analysis, and will prepare your students for state assessments, as well as the AP World History exam. You may find aPage 18U.S. History Primary
Sources, US History DBQs, Cold War, Civil War, Vietnam War, World War II, Great Depression, Civil Rights Movement, Gilded Age, Roaring 20s, Spanish American War, Reconstruction, 13 Colonies, Thirteen Colonies, American Revolution, Revolutionary War, Early America - Jeffersonian Age, Social and Environmental Activism, and DBQ's. This is an
incredible bundle of U.S. History primary sources. There are 75 DIFFERENT Primary Documents including ANSWER KEYS from 14 different units.Page 19This resource includes a visually appealing 23 slide PowerPoint Presentation (with links to videos explaining how the Panama Canal was built, how it works, and a time-lapse traversing the canal),
guided notes, an answer key, AND a digital option! The digital option includes a 24 slide presentation, a primary source analysis activity, digital notes, and a digital graphic organizer.Many engaging questions, map, and political cartoon analysis questions, and lots of interesting facts are included t
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